
Findings for walkthrough Thunder Hill Elementary School: November 7th, 2022
(WXTHES2022000406)

Tracking Number Finding Type Comments Location Assigned To Closed

FXTHES202200205A
Excess dirt or moisture or obstructed or
purposely placed obstruction indicating
occupant distress

The supply diffusers are visibly dirty and require dusting/cleaning. Administration custodial Yes

FXTHES202200205B Air freshener/essential oils
Strong air freshener odor wit air freshener located on desk. Remind staff air fresheners,
plug-ins, scent oil sticks, etc. are not permitted because they can mask an odor of
concern and/or be an irritant to other individuals.

Room 127 administration Yes

FXTHES202200205C Non-issued disinfectants/aerosol sprays
An aerosol disinfectant spray was observed within classroom. Such products are not
permitted since they can be an airborne irritant when used. Disinfectant wipes and/or
the approved cleaning solution from Custodial are permitted.

Room 127 administration Yes

FXTHES202200205D Artificial plants/trees
Artificial plants easily collect dust (potential allergen) and are difficult to clean. This
item is to be removed.

Room 123 administration Yes

FXTHES202200205E Signs of insects or evidence of pest
Food product readily accessible to pests. Place food item in a durable and sealable
container.

Room 206 -
Storage

administration Yes

FXTHES202200205F Stained/damaged tiles
Water stained ceiling tile. If not already being addressed, school custodial staff is to
submit a work order to Building Maintenance to evaluate, correct source, and replace
ceiling tile.

Room 120 custodial Yes

FXTHES2022002060 Stained/damaged tiles
Water stained ceiling tile. If not already being addressed, school custodial staff is to
submit a work order to Building Maintenance to evaluate, correct source, and replace
ceiling tile.

Room 113 custodial Yes

FXTHES2022002061 Tight seal on ceiling tiles Ceiling tile askew. Reset well onsite, no further action required. Room 213 environmental Yes

FXTHES2022002062
Excess dirt or moisture or obstructed or
purposely placed obstruction indicating
occupant distress

The supply diffusers are visibly dirty and require dusting/cleaning. Room 313 custodial Yes

FXTHES2022002063
Excess dirt or moisture or obstructed or
purposely placed obstruction indicating
occupant distress

The supply diffusers are visibly dirty and require dusting/cleaning. Outside 214 custodial Yes



Tracking Number Finding Type Comments Location Assigned To Closed

FXTHES2022002064 Miscellaneous finding

The thermostat guards were either off or not fully adhered. Please remind teachers not
to adjust thermostat settings, as incorrect settings can cause mold growth, particularly
in the summer. If guards are damaged and cannot be replaced, place work order for
Building Maintenance to replace the guards.

Portable 211
and 213

administration Yes

FXTHES2022002065 Miscellaneous finding The thermostat is indicating "Replace Battery." Portable 211 building Yes


